OUR CHANGING PLANET - Constance Moore, Trena Noval, & Ten Strands
This article on Ten Strands website, tells “the story of one solution underway in the Alameda Unified School District, taking an integrated approach to teaching and learning that weaves social justice, environmental literacy, and the arts together to come up with creative strategies.

Our Changing Planet (website)

THE ARTS & SOCIAL EMOTIONAL LEARNING - CREATE CA
Right now, students need learning that supports their socio-emotional development, and the arts are unique in their ability to do so.

The Arts & Social Emotional Learning (video)

What Sweeter Music: The Arts & Social Emotional Learning (webinar)

Arts & SEL Crosswalk (website)
MATH, SCIENCE & MUSIC - The Herbie Hancock Institute of Jazz “An initiative that uses music as a tool to teach math and science to young people in public and private schools around the world. The program addresses the growing need for students to gain skills and acquire knowledge in science, technology, engineering and math (STEM) subjects and learn to think creatively. The Institute is collaborating with math, science, music and education experts at leading universities and in the private sector to develop a wealth of free engaging curricula, games, apps and other interactive online components.”

Math, Science & Music (website)

COLTRANE CONSCIOUSNESS RADIO
“Interviews with renowned guest speakers on current affairs & musicians skilled in the art form known as jazz… if you want to call it that.”

Coltrane Consciousness Radio (website)
Coltrane Consciousness Radio (audio)

This communication is an effort to assist educators and parents to
1) encourage creativity in these times as a way to make sense of and express our voices around the issues our communities are up against and 2) to provide carefully curated open-access learning resources and inspiration.

Need a thinking partner? Have a resource to share?
Contact Derek Fenner, Arts Learning Program Manager at dfenner@acoe.org.
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